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New Flora Dies

DIY Flora Pansy (DD484) DIY Flora Classic (DD486)DIY Flora Peony (DD485)

instructions
1
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Cut 3x Flora Peony die.

* Tip ; You can run 2 layers of the foam at once through your 
die cut machine but if you do any more than that the detail of 
the die gets a little squashed and it’s not an nice clear cut.

With a Baby Wipe add the Island ink to one side of the die cut 
flowers, just lightly brush it on.

To create a defined center to the flowers use an Ear Bud 
(Q-Tip) and gently brush the Avocado Ink to the centers of the 
flowers also do the same with the stamen center.

With either an iron or melting pot heat a flower for a couple of 
seconds and scrunch it into a very tight ball, repeat with all the 
layers and set aside.

With the Stamen center roll it into a tight ball.

* Tip: If you have trouble rolling the center use a tooth pick.

Now to construct the flower...  
Flatten out your layers and start with the biggest first.

On a Kitchen Sponge (the large thick foam ones) place a drop 
of hot glue in the center of your first flower, and attach the 
second layout in the opposite direction.

* Tip: Push the layers together with a tooth pick or ball tool and 
push down on the sponge it will shape your flower.

Repeat this with all your layers, remembering to push your 
flower into the sponge.

Attach the curled Stamen into the center of your flower.

Once the glue has cooled you can give the flower a little 
scrunch and shape the petals in between your fingers.

* Tip; For the other flowers to shape them you heat them and 
use metal ball tools on the back of a mouse mat or dense thick 
foam to stretch from the center to the petals and this will curl 
the flower naturally.

*Tip; Don’t forget to mix and match your flower dies to create 
your own unique flowers and you can add rhinestones, glitter, 
pearls to create a stunning center in your foam flowers.
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Foam Flower Card | By Rikki Graziani

true friends  by Rikki Graziani
papERs: p2523 Misty rose, p2527 tranquility.

Kc pROdUcts: ct936 collectables, art foam sheets - sf901 White, 
sf917 Blue Bell & sf918 hydrangea, Decorative Dies - DD815 sketched 
circle, DD484 DiY floral pansy, DD485 flora peony & DD486 DiY flora 
classic, ink pad - ip730 avocado & ip726 island, square card pack - 
cD509 Kraft, t303 foam tape, t314 Double sided tape.

OthER: Gold thread.

Art Foam Sheets
SF901 White, SF917 Blubell, SF918 Hydrangea

instructions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Use TRANQUILTIY as your background. Cut the TRANQUILITY just a 
very small amount so you can see the smallest edge of the kraft card, 
then distress the edge and stick.

Make an assortment of flowers from White, Blue Bell and Hydrangea 
foam using the Pansy, Peony and Classic Die. Don’t forget to brush ink 
on the edges of the flowers to bring out the details.

Fussy cut the flowers from MISTY ROSE and stick on a diagonal 
direction from top right to bottom left.

Cut White Foam using the Sketched Circle decorative die, and stick 
this in the center of the card.

Add 6 of the foam flowers in a cluster on the bottom left hand side of 
the card.

Attach a title from the Collectables pack with foam tape to the bottom 
right hand side of the card.

Attach a flower cluster from the Collectable pack to the top right 
hand side of the card.

Add a single Foam flower to this Collectable.

Add some gold thread to the Foam Flowers.

Attach some Foam leaves from the Pansy DIY die to the flower cluster.

Ink Pad 
Island (IP726)

Ink Pad 
Avocado (IP730)
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12" x 12"  |  30.5 x 30.5cm double sided paper 150gsm

p2523 | Misty rose

p2528 | Mint Blush

p2527 | tranquilityp2526 | Villawood

p2531 | lakeside

p2525 | Morning frost

p2530 | raw Wood

p2524 | spring Breeze

p2529 | jade jewel

ct936 | collectables
4½ x 7½” | 11.5cm x 19cm

pK582 | paper pack 
12 x 12" | 30.5 x 30.5cm

ss362 | sticker sheet
12 x 12" | 30.5 x 30.5cm

cs326 | clear stamps
acrylic 6½ x 4” | 10 x 16cm

ps525 | shutters 
specialty - Die cut

pp1043 | paper pad
6 ½ x 6½” | 16.5 x 16.5cm

FL624 | Flourish pack | Beautiful
45 pcs | 4¼ x 4¼” | 10.5 x 10.5cm

Take a trip down Memory Lane with this endearing collection. 

Featuring a beautifully simple colour palette of soft whitewashed 

spearmint teamed with raw wood panelling and soft f lorals. A 

delicately pretty collection, Memory Lane is sure to take you  

on a nostalgic trip back in time!
coordinating Kaiser card
Kraft, White, avocado, sage, Vanilla  

& Mocha.

sa292 | d-Ring album
12¾ x 15¼” | 32.5 x 38.5cm

The Memory Lane Collection
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just perfect  by Renee Aslette Beautiful  by Rikki Graziani

so Blessed  by Beck Beattiethe Best Moments  by Cathy McGrath

papERs: Memory lane collection - p2527 tranquillity (reverse), p2525 Morning frost, 
p2524 spring Breeze, p2529 jade jewel, p2531 lakeside (reverse).

Kc pROdUcts: ct936 collectables, ss362 sticker sheet, t321 acid free Glue.

OthER: Distress oxide inks – cracked pistachio & frayed Burlap, White Gesso.

papERs: Memory lane collection - p2523 Misty rose, p2526 Villawood,  
p2527 tranquility.

Kc pROdUcts: ct936 collectables, ss362 sticker sheet, lDB1056 foam tape,  
t314 Double sided tape.

papERs: Memory lane collection - p2529 jade jewel, p2530 raw Wood,  
p2525 Morning frost.

Kc pROdUcts: ct936 collectables, cs326 clear stamps, ss362 sticker sheet,  
Mini Designer template - it448 ornate Damask, Decorative Die – DD504 Doilies, 
cardstock – cD101 coconut, ink pad – ip724 Bark, t320 craft Glue, t303 foam tape.

OthER: Modelling paste, Black archival ink.

papERs: Memory lane collection - p2525 Morning frost, p2530 raw Wood.

Kc pROdUcts: ct936 collectables, ss362 sticker sheet, t320 craft Glue,  
t303 foam tape.

Memory Lane  |  Layouts by Kaisercraf t 's design team
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Clear Stickers 
Lacey Borders WHITE 

(ST918)

Misty Rose (reverse) (P2523) Morning Frost (P2525) Tranquility (reverse) (P2527)

Memory Lane  |  product Feature & Layout instructions

instructions
1

2

3

4

Cut a 15 x 26cm (5.90”x 10.23”) piece of MORNING 
FROST and cut one edge into a fish tail. Adhere 
through the centre of MISTY ROSE (reverse). 

Cut a strip of RAW WOOD to 10cm wide (4”) and 
adhere to the left side of the page. Add a lace border 
sticker to both sides of RAW WOOD, before cutting a 
25 x 5cm (9.84”x 2”) strip of TRANQUILITY (reverse) 
and adding through the centre.

Use vintage ink pad randomly through the template 
onto MISTY ROSE.

Adhere photo using foam dots before adding 
collectables for balance as well as a few wooden 
flourishes from the flourish pack. Add the sticker quote 
so the layout has balance.

Where You are  by Kylie Kingham
papERs: Memory lane collection - p2523 Misty rose (reverse), p2525 Morning frost, p2527 tranquility (reverse), p2530 raw Wood.

Kc pROdUcts: ct936 collectables, flourish pack – fl624 Beautiful, ink pad – ip723 Vintage, ss362 sticker sheet, clear stickers - 
st918 lacey Borders White, 6x6 Designer template – it466 Diamond flourish, t321 acid free Glue.

I'm WHITE

print
on clear!

6 x 6" Designer Template
Diamond Flourish (IT466)

Collectables
Memory Lane (CT936)
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Flourish Pack
Beautiful 45pcs (FL624)

Beautiful  by Alicia McNamara
papERs: Memory lane collection - p2523 Misty rose, p2528 Mint Blush, p2530 raw Wood, ps525 shutters - Die cut.

Kc pROdUcts: cs326 clear stamps, 6X6 Designer template – it466 Diamond flourish, flourish pack – fl624 Beautiful, ink pad – ip726 
island & ip724 Bark, pearls – sB789 chino, Decorative Die – DD469 hanami flowers, lDB1056 foam tape, t321 acid-free craft Glue.

OthER: Misting spray – coffee.

Memory Lane  |  product Feature & Layout instructions

instructions
1 4

2 5

3

Layer SHUTTERS on top of MINT BLUSH (reverse) and adhere 
using craft glue. Ink through template using island ink.

Fussy cut flowers from MISTY ROSE. Die cut hanami flowers 
from RAW WOOD. Position on layout in bottom right corner.

Layer photos onto RAW WOOD and RAW WOOD (reverse) 
using foam tape. Layer photos over each other and adhere to 
the centre of the page.

Stamp using bark ink using the script clear stamp 
randomly over the page.

Finish off the layout by embellishing using wooden 
flourishes and chino pearls.

Memory Lane - Specialty Paper
Shutters (PS525)

Decorative Die
Hanami Flowers (DD469)

Misty Rose (P2523) Mint Blush (reverse) (P2528) Raw Wood (P2530)
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quick cardsMemory Lane Cards

Decorative Die 
Swirl Flourish (DD705)

card set  by Alicia McNamara

thinking of You  by Kylie Kingham

papERs: Memory lane collection - pp1043 paper pad.

Kc pROdUcts: ss362 sticker sheet, flourish pack – fl624 Beautiful, pearls 
strips - pl501 White, Decorative Die - DD469, lDB1056 foam tape, t302 
foam Dots, t321 acid-free craft Glue, square card pack – cD501 White.

OthER: White Misting spray, cheesecloth.

papERs: Memory lane collection - pp1043 paper pad.

Kc pROdUcts: square card pack – cD509 Kraft, ink pad – ip723 Vintage, 
ss362 sticker sheet, t314 Double sided tape, t302 foam Dots.

OthER: string

Paper Pad 
Memory Lane (PP1043)

thank You  by Kylie Kingham
papERs: Memory lane collection - pp1043 paper pad.

Kc pROdUcts: c6 card pack - cD509 Kraft, ct936 collectables, 
Decorative Die - DD705 swirl flourish, ss362 sticker sheet, t302 foam 
Dots, t314 Double sided tape.

OthER: string.
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quick cardsCards & Instructions

life is Beautiful  by Cathy McGrath fill life
With love  by Cathy McGrathpapERs: Memory lane collection - pp1043 paper pad, p2525 Morning frost,  

p2528 Mint Blush.

Kc pROdUcts: cs326 clear stamps, square card pack - cD501 White, cardstock – 
cD101 coconut, Decorative Die – DD584 lace top & DD978 Die & stamp set - Best 
Wishes, paper Blooms – f632 sage, Mini paper Blooms – f649 sage & f644 coconut, 
pearls - sB794 snow, t321 craft Glue, t302 foam Dots.

OthER: Black ink pad, leaf Die.

papERs: Memory lane collection - pp1043 paper pad.

Kc pROdUcts: cs326 clear stamps, square card pack - cD501 White, cardstock – 
cD101 coconut, Decorative Die – DD369 oval Vintage frame & DD508 nesting oval, 
paper Blooms – sage f632, Mini paper Blooms – f649 sage & f644 coconut, ink pad – 
ip724 Bark, t321 craft Glue, t302 foam Dots.

OthER: Versamark ink, White embossing powder, Versafine Vintage sepia ink, leaf Die, 
flat Back pearl.instructions

instructions1

1
2

2

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

Select MINT BLUSH (reverse) cardstock and cut 13 x 13cm  
(5¼” x 5¼”) to create a matte. Attach to the front of the card.

Using MINT BLUSH cut 12.5 x 12.5cm (4.9” x 4.9”). Machine the 
edge (optional) and lightly distress the edges. Adhere to the 
card using foam dots.

Die cut decorative frame using coconut cardstock. Adhere to the 
card. Cut a 5.5 x 6cm (2 1/8” x 2 3/8”) rectangle from tiny green 
rose paper. Adhere to vintage 
frame using foam dots.

Stamp sentiment and frame.  
Die cut using matching frame 
and ink the edges. Adhere to  
the rectangular matte using 
foam dots.

Cluster flowers in the bottom 
left and upper right corners.

Stamp the butterfly image  
twice onto MINT BLUSH. Fussy 
cut them out and adhere onto 
the card.

Die cut some leaves using 
MORNING FROST (reverse) and 
adhere behind flowers. Glue 
two pearls on to the frame to 
complete the card.

Select LAKESIDE (reverse) and cut 13 x 13cm (5¼” x 5¼”) from 
brown damask to create a matte. Measure 3cm (1½”) from the 
left and stamp the lace border stamp with Versamark ink. Heat 
set this with white embossing powder. Rotate the paper 180 
degrees and repeat. Glue this to the front of a card from the 
square card pack.

Using cream page with text cut 8 x 13cm (3 1/8” x 5¼”) and 
ink the edges using bark ink pad. Adhere between the two 
embossed lace borders using foam dots.

Die cut one oval frame using coconut cardstock and adhere.

Stamp sentiment onto cream page 
with text. Die cut using an oval and ink 
the edges using bark ink. Adhere to the 
vintage frame using foam dots.

Adhere a combination of sage & 
coconut blooms to the bottom left and 
again at the top right corner of the  
oval frame.

Stamp the butterfly image three times 
onto cream page with text. Fussy cut the 
butterfly images  and adhere to card.

Die cut some leaves using green leaf 
page and adhere into place.

Die & Stamp Set 
Best Wishes (DD978)

Clear Stamps 
Memory Lane (CS326)
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New Decorative dies

May Release Dies

Scribble Star (DD216)

Floral Circle Frame (DD816)

Texture Criss Cross (DD483)

Criss Cross Moon (DD481)

Peony Cluster (DD817)

Sketched Circle (DD815)

Texture Netting (DD482)

See Pg.2-3 for DIY Flora Dies 
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12" x 12"  |  30.5 x 30.5cm double sided paper 150gsm

p2532 | constellation

p2537 | orbit

p2536 | starry nightp2535 | Milky Way

p2540 | cosmic

p2534 | universe

p2539 | astronomy

p2533 | Moonlight

p2538 | Galaxy

ct937 | collectables
4½ x 7½” | 11.5cm x 19cm

pK583 | paper pack 
12 x 12" | 30.5 x 30.5cm

ss363 | sticker sheet
12 x 12" | 30.5 x 30.5cm

cs327 | clear stamps
acrylic 6½ x 4” | 10 x 16cm

ps526 | starburst 
specialty - Die cut

ps527 | galactic 
specialty - acetate

pp1044 | paper pad
6 ½ x 6½” | 16.5 x 16.5cm

FL625 | Flourish pack | star & Moon
55 pcs | 4¼ x 4¼” | 10.5 x 10.5cm

Gaze upon hidden universes in awe as you embark on an intergalactic 

adventure that is truly out of this world! Our Stargazer collection will 

sweep you up in a cosmic wonderland of constellations and celestial 

objects of galaxies far, far away! coordinating Kaiser card
White, navy, Marine, Blue jeans, elephant 

ears & licorice.

sa296 | d-Ring album
12¾ x 15¼” | 32.5 x 38.5cm

The Stargazer Collection

I'm WHITE

print
on clear!
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shine like the stars  by Alicia McNamara reach for the stars  by Melissa Kennedy

embrace the Moonlight  by Kylie Kingham Dream  by Beck Beattie

papERs: stargazer collection - p2534 universe (x2), p2537 orbit.

Kc pROdUcts: Mini template – it032 stars & Moons, ct937 collectables, flourish pack 
– fl625 star & Moon, rhinestones – sB700 silver, ss363 sticker sheet, lDB1056 foam 
tape, t321 acid-free craft Glue, Kaisercolour – Kc001 White paint.

OthER: Misting spray - White & navy, cheese cloth, navy sewing thread, texture paste.

papERs: stargazer collection - ps526 starburst - Diecut, p2533 Moonlight, p2535 Milky 
Way, p2536 starry night, p2537 orbit.

Kc pROdUcts: ct937 collectables, ss363 sticker sheet.

papERs: stargazer collection - p2534 universe, p2537 orbit, p2540 cosmic.

Kc pROdUcts: ct937 collectables, Decorative Die - DD481 criss cross Moon, flourish 
pack - fl625 star & Moon, ss363 sticker sheet, pp1044 paper pad, Mini template - 
it032 stars & Moons, t302 foam Dots, t314 Double sided tape.

OthER: silver Modelling paste, White ink.

papERs: stargazer collection - p2536 starry night, p2540 cosmic.

Kc pROdUcts: ps527 Galactic - acetate, ct937 collectables, ss363 sticker sheet, 
t302 foam Dots, t321 acid free Glue.

  |  Layouts by Kaisercraf t 's design teamStargazer
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  |  product Feature & Layout instructionsStargazer

explore  by Kylie Kingham to the Moon & Back  by Cathy McGrath
papERs: stargazer collection - ps527 Galactic - acetate, p2533 Moonlight, 
p2534 universe, p2537 orbit, p2538 Galaxy.

Kc pROdUcts: chipboard - cB151 lowercase alpha, ct937 stargazer 
collectables, ss363 sticker sheet, t302 foam Dots, t314 Double sided tape.

OthER: embossing powder - Gold, 1” circle punch, string.

papERs: stargazer collection - p2539 astronomy, p2535 Milky Way, p2537 orbit.

Kc pROdUcts: ct937 collectables, flourish pack - fl625 star & Moon, Mini 
Designer template - it032 stars & Moons, Decorative Die – DD216 scribble star 
& DD504 Doilies, cardstock – cD101 coconut, paper Blooms f642 Misty, Mini 
paper Blooms f659 Misty, clear stamp - cs152 texture Diamonds, Kaisercolour - 
Kc001 White, t320 craft Glue, t303 foam tape.

OthER: Modelling paste, Versafine ink, White embossing poder.

Fussy cut the largest illustration from the GALACTIC 
acetate and adhere to the left side of MOONLIGHT 
(reverse).

Cut a 4cm (1.57”) strip and 1cm (0.39”) strip from 
ORBIT (reverse). Adhere the wider strip to the left 
side of the backing paper and the smaller to the right 
hand side.

Use 1” circle punch and cut many circles from 
UNIVERSE. Cut these circles in half and adhere 
down the right side of the wider border piece. Add a 
sticker border to each side. Add photos to the layout 
using foam dots and create balance by adding a few 
collectables top and bottom. 

Add a small cluster to the top right corner. Cut a tag 
from one of the quotes from GALAXY (reverse) and 
add in behind photos. Emboss the chipboard initials 
using embossing powder and add below the photos, 
before finishing with some sticker quotes. Add a 
string bow to the tag.

instructions
instructions1

1

2

2
3

3
4

4

5

6

7

8

Specialty Paper 
Galactic - 
Acetate (PS527)

Mini Template
Stars & Moons 

(IT032)

I'm WHITE

print
on clear!

Select ASTRONOMY. Using the Stars & Moons mini 
template, swipe modelling paste over the top applying 
it to the right side of the page. Once dry, using the 
diamonds texture stamp, stamp it using Versafine ink 
beside the stencilled images and along the bottom 
to create a ‘J’ shape. Sprinkle over white embossing 
powder and heat set.

Cut a 8.5 x 11cm matte using MILKY WAY. Adhere photo  
to this using foam tape. Cut a 9.5 x 12cm matte from RAW 
WOOD (reverse). Ink edges using bark ink and distress 
edges using scissors. Adhere photo.

Die cut one doily and two scribble stars from coconut 
cardstock.

Adhere the top left corner of the photo matte, placing it 
inside the ‘J’. Adhere three paper blooms to the bottom 
left corner of the photo.

Select large blooms from collectables and adhere to the 
top left corner of the photo. Fussy cut large blooms and 
leaves from ORBIT to add to the bottom right corner of 
the photo and also to the left of the paper blooms.

Water down some white paint and splatter it over the 
page using a paint brush. Paint the wooden flourish stars 
and glue around the flowers.

Adhere the two scribble stars, one at the far left of the 
page, the other at the top right corner. Adhere a mini 
paper bloom in the centre of one of the stars.

Add sentiment from collectables with foam tape to finish.
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Stargazer Card Set

stargazer card set  by Alicia McNamara
papERs: stargazer collection - pp1044 paper pad, p2532 
constellation, p2535 Milky Way, p2536 starry night, p2538 Galaxy, 
p2540 cosmic.

Kc pROdUcts: Decorative Die - DD479 texture ragged, ct937 
collectables, flourish pack – fl625 star & Moon, rhinestones - sB700 
silver, lDB1056 foam tape, t302 foam Dots, t321 acid-free craft 
Glue, square card pack – cD503 Black, paper Blooms – f666 Black , 
stamp & Die set – DD979 Be Brave.

OthER: White & charcoal Misting spray, Black sewing thread, Black ink.

Stamp a collection of round sun stamps and 
sentiment circles onto CONSTELLATIONS 
(reverse) and MILKYWAY (reverse) with black 
ink. Die cut these stamped images out using 
the corresponding die cut.

Cut STARRY NIGHT (reverse)  to 13 x 13cm  
(5“ x 5“) and layer onto four black cards. 
Stamp star cluster stamp into right hand 
corner of card.

Cut four texture ragged die cuts from 
COSMIC (reverse).

Cut four 3 x 4 sentiment cards from GALAXY 
(reverse). Layer onto COSMIC (reverse). 
Position onto left hand side of card and 
layer texture ragged die cut over the top 
horizontally.

Layer with stamped images, collectables, 
black paper blooms and black sewing thread.

Embellish with wooden flourishes and silver 
rhinestones. Splatter with white and charcoal 
misting spray.

instructions
1

2

3

4

5

6

Texture Ragged (DD479)

Collectables (CT937)
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By Alicia McNamara

Products Used

Die & Stamp Set Be Brave (DD979)

Flourish Pack Star & Moon (FL625)

Paper Pad Stargazer (PP1044)
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